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new world and, –
possession and, 
reduction of, –, 
Royal Society and, –
scale correction, –
scaled perspective, 
science and technology, –, 
symbolization and, –

scale error, –, , , , , –, 
Hogarth and, 
Johnson and, –
in Pope’s The Rape of the Lock, –
in Sterne’s Tristram Shandy, , –
in Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels, , –, , ,
–

Schaffer, Simon, , , –, , –
Schiffer, Herbert, 
Schmandt-Bessarat, Denise, –
Schreiber, Charlotte, , –
science, , –, –. See also natural

philosophy
colonialism and, –
entertainment and, , –, –
models and, –
new science, –
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philosophy of, –
scale and, –
scientific apparatus, 
in Sterne’s Tristram Shandy, –
in Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels, –
Swift’s hostility to, 
symbolic artifacts and, –
theatre and, –

scientific models, –, , –, –,
–, , –, –, –

in America, –, 
appeal of, 
collections of, –, –
entertainment and, –
experimentation and, –
industry and, –
Royal Society and, –
in Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels, –
symbolic representation and, –

scientific realism, –
scientists, in literature, –
screw medals, –, –, , –,



engraved images in, –, –
“seeing the whole at once,” , –, ,

–, –, 
self-fashioning, , 
Senex, John, –
Sergison, Charles, –
Seven Years’ War, , , –, –,

–, 
Shadwell, Thomas, 
Shakespeare, William, –
Sharpe, Anne, –
ship models, –, –, , –, , ,

–, , –
Shklovsky, Viktor, 
shopping, , –, 
shops, . See also retailing; toyshops
A Short History in Miniature of the Origin and

Progress of the Late War, –, ,
–

The Siege of Barcelona., –
Sigel, Irving, –, –
sight, in relation to small-scale, 
silver, miniature, 
similes, –, –
size, –, . See also scale

acquisition of knowledge and, 
cognition and, –, –, –
new world and, –
reduction of, –
representation and, –
as satirical device, –

size discrepancy, 
space and, –
symbolization and, , –

small-scale, . See also miniatures; models
Smeaton, John, –
Smith, Woodruff, 
Smollett, Tobias, –, –
Soane, John, –
Society for the Arts, –
soldier’s manuals. See military models
Southwark Fair, moving pictures at, –
souvenirs, –
space
acquisition of knowledge and, 
cognition and, –
disruption of, –
in Georgian culture, 
pictorial and naturalistic vs. artificial and

diagrammatic, 
public, –
representation, modes of, –, –
size and, –

spatial dimension. See dimensionality
spatial knowledge, –, 
spatial perception, –, 
spatial relations, 
spatial theory, –
The Spectator, , , –
Sprat, Thomas, The History of the Royal Scoiety,

–

“The State of Affairs in Lilliput” (published
anonymously) (Johnson), –

State Papers, –
status symbols, –
Steele, Sir Richard, 
Steele, Valerie, 
Steen, Jan, 
Sterne, Laurence, –, , , 
maps and, –
representation and, –
science and, 
Seven Years’ War and, –
Tristram Shandy, , , –, , , –,

–, –, –, –
Stewart, Larry, 
Stewart, Susan, –, , –, , –,

–, –
St. Mary Redcliffe Church, model of, –
Stormer, Horst, –
Stowe, gardens at, 
St. Paul’s Cathedral, model of, –, 
Strangers Hall Museum, –
subjectivity, –, , –, 
Swann, Marjorie, 
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Swift, Jonathan, –, –, –,
–, –, 

An Argument against Abolishing Christianity,
–

The Battel of the Books, –, , –, 
“A Digression on Madness,” –
The Drapier’s Letters, –, –
Gulliver’s Travels, –, –, , –, ,
–, –, –, , –,
–, , , –, –,
–, –

Johnson’s slight to, 
maps and, –
A Modest Proposal, –, 
responses to disaster, 
satire on science and experimental
epistemology, 

science and, 
A Tale of a Tub, , –, –, –
use of figurative language, 
visit to Chelsea Bun House, –, 
visits to toyshops, –
war and, –

symbolic artifacts, –, , –, , ,
, , –, 

models as, –
science and, –
ship models as, 
in Sterne’s Tristram Shandy, –, ,
–

in Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels, –
toys as, , –, –
trade cards as, –, –
trifles as, –

symbolic representation, –, , , –,
, –, , –, , , 

centrality in cognition, 
Johnson and, 
of power, –
scientific models and, –
Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels, –
toys and, –, –
trade cards and, –

symbolization, , –
symbol-mediated experience, , –, –

four concepts of, –

taste, , , , , –
Tatler , –
technology, , –, , –
Temple, Richard, Lord Cobham, 
Temple, Sir William, 
theatricality, –, , –, –
theatrum mundi, –

theory. See also specific kinds of theory
historicizing, –
miniatures in, –
of the “quintessentially human,” –

The Practical Scheme of Secret Injuries and Broken
Constitutions., 

thing-theory, 
Thomas, Julia, –, –, 
Thompson, Isaac, –
Thomson, James, –
Thorne Rooms, Art Institute of Chicago, –
Thrale, Henry, –
Three Hours After Marriage (Gay), , –,

–

“thunder house,” 
Thuret, Isaac, 
“The Toilette of Venus,” , –
Toinard, Nicolas, –
Toller, Jane, , –
Tompion, Thomas, 
Tories, –
towns, miniature reconstruction of, –
toys, –. See also toyshops; specific kinds of toys

disasters and, –
meaning of in seventeenth and eighteenth
century, 

miniature, –
in Pope’s The Rape of the Lock, –
silver, –, 
in Sterne’s Tristram Shandy, –
as symbolic artifacts, , –, –
symbolic representation and, , –,
–, –

trade cards and, –
war and, –

toyshops, –, –, , –
advertisements for, –
items sold at, –
material culture and, –
personal hygiene and health items sold at,
–

as stage sets, 
trade cards and, –

toy soldiers, 
toy trade, –
trade cards, , –, 

aesthetic ideal of, 
for B. Friedeberg, –
as cognitive artifacts, –
for Henry Morris, 
for H. Mountford, –, –
for John Banister, 
as miniature works of art, –
in Pope’s The Rape of the Lock, –
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as representations of small-scale goods,
–

as source for literary texts, –, 
as souvenirs, –
as symbolic artifacts, –, –
symbolic representation and, –
for Thomas Jaques, –

Tradescant, John, –, –
traveler’s samples, 
Treaty of Paris, , 
Treaty of Utrecht, –
trifles, –, –. See also trinkets
trinkets, –, , , –. See also toys
Tristram Shandy (Sterne), –, –,

–

dual representation in, –, –
horticultural discourse in, –
idea of miniaturization in, 
“intimate geography in,” –
maps in, –, –, –,
–

military discourse in, –
miniature books in, –
models in, –, –, –, 
Pygmalion problem in, –
representational asymmetry in, 
representation of war in, –, –,
–, –

scale error in, –
science in, –
symbolic artifacts in, –, , –

Uttal, David H., , –, 

Van Hoogstraten, Samuel, –
Van Leeuwen, Theo, –
Van Mieris, Frans, 
Velasquez, Diego, Las Meninas, 
verisimilitude, –, –
Vermeer, Johannes, 
Victoria and Albert Museum, –
the visual, –

visual culture, 
visual language, 
visual technologies, 
visual theory, –, 

Walker, Grant, –
Wall, Cynthia, –, , –
Wallis, John, 

Walpole, Horace, –
Walpole, Robert, 
Walsh, Claire, –
war, , , –. See also military discourse;

specific conflicts
cognition and, –
material culture and, –
mediation of, 
modes of cognition about, –
reenactments of, –
representation of in miniature, –,

–, , –
in Sterne’s Tristram Shandy, –,

–, –
toys and, – (see also toy soldiers)
war games, 

Ward, Ned, The London Spy, 
War in Miniature, a schraubthaler or screw medal,

, –
War of Austrian Succession, 
War of Jenkins Ear, 
War of Spanish Succession, –, –,

–, –, –
War of the Quadruple Alliance (Nine Years’

War), –, . See also Nine Years’ War
watches. See pocket watches
Watts, Thomas, –
Wedgewood, Josiah, –
Weigel, Christoff, –
Weiss, Jane A., –
Whiston, William, –
Wildey, George, –, –, –
William III, –
William of Orange, 
Williams, Raymond, –, –, –,

–

Williams, William Carlos, 
Winstanley, George, –
Winthrop, John, 
Wistar, Caspar, –
Withers, W. J., –, –, 
Wollheim, Richard, –
Worlidge, John, Systema Horti-culturae, or

The Art of Gardening, –, 
Worshipful Company of Fan Makers, –,



Worster, Benjamin, –
Wren, Christopher, –, , –, 
wunderkammers, –. See also curiosity

displays
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